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***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on the

ASVAB. The ASVAB is extremely challenging and thorough test preparation is essential for

success. ASVAB Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the

ASVAB. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the ASVAB Exam as a whole, it also

provides practice test questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. ASVAB Secrets

Study Guide includes:  A detailed overview of the ASVAB  A guide to word knowledge test  An

extensive review of paragraph test  An analysis of arithmetic reasoning and mathematics knowledge

test  A breakdown of general science  An examination of assembling objects  A full study of

mechanical comprehension  Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations

It's filled with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts,

procedures, principles, and vocabulary that the United States Military Entrance Processing

Command expects you to have mastered before sitting for the exam.  The Word Knowledge Test

section covers:  Determining word meaning  Testing tips   The Paragraph Comprehension Test

section covers:  Comprehension skills  Critical thinking skills  The Arithmetic Reasoning and

Mathematics Knowledge Test section covers:  Math basics  Geometry basics  Probability basics 

Statistics basics  The General Science section covers:  Earth and space science  Biology 

Chemistry  Physics  The Assembling Objects section covers:  Assembling objects  The Mechanical

Comprehension section covers:  Velocity  Mass  Friction  Energy  Collisions  Fluids  Lever  Gears

These sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be key to passing the ASVAB.

Concepts and principles aren't simply named or described in passing, but are explained in detail.

The guide is laid out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section naturally flows from the

one preceding it. Because it's written with an eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you

will not have to worry about getting lost in dense academic language.  Any test prep guide is only as

good as its practice questions and answers, and that's another area where our guide stands out.

Our test designers have provided scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on

the actual ASVAB. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning

behind it crystal clear.  We've helped thousands of people pass standardized tests and achieve their

education and career goals. We've done this by setting high standards for our test preparation

guides, and our ASVAB Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your

future.
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ASVAB Secrets and I received a 55 on my test. Alot better than my 35 before. I have signed for a

job in communications with the Marine Corps

Without ASVAB Secrets study guide I wouldn't have got the score I got. I just took the ASVAB test

recently and I got an awesome score! ASVAB Secrets helped realize things I wouldn't have noticed

before and it saved me. It was a real Blessing =)

I'm taking the asvab in March. And this book definitely made me feel more confident! Very

informative with great strategies. It's not like any other study guide I've had its a lot thinner and gets

straight to the point. This is what you need to know

I recently bought this study guide and the moment i started reading into it i could tell this would be a

great study guide. Its straight to the point and very informative. I noticed right away that its not a

huge book because they left out extra unnecessary details that make a study guild seem like its got

all the answer. I will take the asvab in 3 weeks and with this guide im sure i will ace the test

This study guide for the ASVAB is by far the BEST. It's very informative. It has strategies and

techniques to attack the exam that will make you feel more confident. I'm very glad to have this

book. Awesome Investment!! This book is by far the BEST guide to have. Its very informative and it



has different techniques to tackle the ASVAB. It even includes a BONUS website that is also very

helpful.

I placed an order for the Asvab Secrets Study Guide and I admit I'm excited! First taking the Asvab

out of High School two years later I had no idea what it would be like its not on paper but a

computer and I didnt prepare myself well scoring a 35, passing but not what I wanted for myself. So

Ive heard good things about this book and can not wait to score higher with a little better help!

I bought this for my son who is headed to the reserves after high school. Besides using this for his

ASVAB studies, he's found the tips of test taking very useful for his high school classes. He studies

one section for a period of time then I test him. So far, after studying each section over a short

period, he's getting 100 on each set. I'm thrilled I found this study guide for him. His confidence level

is high now.

This study guide is what it claims to be...fluff free and comprehensive. Some study guides give you

a lot of stuff you don't really need just to make themselves look thicker and fuller. And then you have

to waste a lot of time weeding through it all trying to figure out what's good and what's padding. This

guide has the information you need and that's that. It's really comprehensive, though, and doesn't

leave things out at the same time. Plus, it has some other great tips like study secrets and test

mistakes to avoid. And even better yet, none of it costs much! And you get it all in one guide.
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